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A new two-terminal nonvolatile menory cell is proposed, in which an n-channel MNOS

transistor is functionally coupled wj.th a p-channel depletion-mod.e MOS transistor as shown

j-n Fig. 1. The operation principle of the cell is basically relying upon thel(farnUaa)-

shape I-V curve of the conplementary trEI sir.qu11.])r 2)

Principal ad.vantages of the present ce1l amay over the previously reported Ir4NOS

PROM|s are as follows.

t ) Since the two-terrni.nal cel1s are of high lmpeilance during writing a:rd erasing processes,

a sinple cliod.e-matrix works weLl as an integrated. nernory d.evice. This ad.vantage

greatly reduces the device geonetry and sinplifies the peri.pheral ci.rcuit.

Z) lfre iliod.e-natrix can be operated. with a unipolar power sourc'e without any isolation

anong the cells involvetl.

3) A selective writing/erasing operation is also possible in thi.s simpJ.e d.iod.e-matrix

so that the array can be used. in a MM-node.

The present paper describes the structure and the operation of the proposed nemory

ce11, together with experinental results on a 4x4 d.iode natrix array.

Figure 2 scheraatically shows a cross-sectionaL view of the two-terminal unit celL.

A nO" memory, as shown in Fig. 3 (a), is stored. in the cell unless a bias is applied to

the two external terminaLs. To write frlrr, a negative pulse 1s applied to the T1 terninal

with respect to the T2 terminal, transporting change carriers to the gate insulator of the

MNOS FgI' fron the substrate (p-we11 in Fie. 2). AJL-shape I.-V characteristic, as shown in

Fig. 3 (t), is then stored and read. out between the negatively biased terminals, because

both trElrs in the cell are now operating in a d.epletion-moile. For erasing the'rlrrnenory,

a negative pulse is applied to the T2 terminal with respect to the T1 terminal for transport
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of the storeal carriers back to the substrate. It is to be noted. that a unipolar source is

used. throughout these operations.

The same operation proced.ure is also applieat to a mod.ified. cell structure3)p where the

p-channel MOS FET i-n Fig. 1 is replaced with a p-channel MNOS FET.

The basic operation of the proposecl cel]-s has been examined using a 4x4 d.iod.e-matrix

array. The experimental- result on a ROM-mode operation

has shovm that the array successful-Iy coriers the

Electrical-}y Alterable PROM (UefnOU) application in

such a simple manner as conventional fuse-type d.iode-

matrix PROMis. In additi-on, the present celL-matrix

can be used. in a RAM-rnode und-er unipolar pulses with no

aid. of isolation among the cells. As shown in Fig. {,

the writing or erasing of a memory in any one of celfs

is sel-ectively achieved because every cell is nain-

tained at high inped.ance regaritless of the stored.
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interesting point to be noted. is that the

negative resistance in the f-V character-

changes with the hei.ght as well as the

writing pulse as shown in Fig. l. Thls

attractive to applicatj.ons to analog memory
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